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SSU only interested in complying with law

By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor
Although an SSU administrator
stands by the story that a rape has
occurred on campus, several other
administrators say that no rape occurred.
"From the infonnation I've been
able to investigate -- ifin fact there
was a rape-- it was never reported,"
Dan Young, director of ·physical
facilities, told the Chronicle on Oct.

Hanley said, •'I would urge anyone who has been assaulted to report
it for the protection of the students
so those students can take precautions."
Young said SSU's crime statistics had not been released on Sept. 1~
the date required in the Student
Right-to-Know and Campus Security Act (Public Law 101-542) because, "We got a late start."
And when asked why Blow the
Whistle on Crime, sponsored by the
student programming board and not
SSU, wastheonlyprogramdesigned
to infonn students and employees
about the prevention of crimes,

..

Young said,
we
wanted to
screen it entirely before
-- Dr. Catherine Roberts
getting it to
faculty, staff
and
students."
Dr. David Creamer, vice presi"I think we have done a better dent of business affairs, said SSU
job of letting employees know than had to look at the data from other
students," Roberts said.
campuses and SSU's data needed to
"We only report what we are be the same.
But the Chronicle obtained a
obligated by law to report,'' Roberts
said, when asked why police reports copy of Mount Union College's
were not included in SSU's crime crime statistics, released on Sept. 1,
See Crime on paae 5
statistics.

area," added Dr. Catherine Roberts, assistant to the president.
Captain William Hanley from

the Portsmouth Police Department,
when contacted later that day, told
the Chronicle this was the first he
had heard from anyone at SSU. He
said he would check the police computer but he could not remember
any report of a rape on campus.
On Oct. l 0, Hanley called back
and said, "I went further than just
searching the computer. I did a hand
check of the whole time period in
question (Aug. 1, 1991 -- July l,
1992) and could not find any reports
ofa rape. So if a rape did happen we
have no records. But if someone did
not report a rape it still does not
mean it did not occur."

By Bill Holmes
uc News Editor
SSU welcomed the Scioto
CountyDemocratPartyAnnualFall
Banquet and their guest Hillary
Rodham Clinton to the activities
center on Oct. 9.
Clinton, the wife of Democratic
presidential candidate Bill Clinton,
appeared in front of the group to
support her husband -and his program.
She has a long and prestigious
history which includes graduating
with high honors with a degree in
law from Wellesley College in Massachusetts.
Clinton has worked to expand
the legal rights of minors for more
than 20 years. She also has worked
on the development of quality edlication as chairwoman of the Arkansas Education Standards Committeeduringl983-84.Thecommittee's
recommendations became the blueprint for other state's educational
systems.
The presentation started with
words from the Speaker of the Ohio
House, Vern Riffe, who escorted
ClintonfromtheMinfordAirportto
SSU.
UponClinton'sarrivalthecrowd
ofhersupportersbrokeoutincheers.
Riffe ·explained the success of
the banquet, which sold approximately a thousand seats, and the
popularity of Clinton, by saying,
"In fact all (tickets) were sold last
Monday. If we could have had
10,000 we could have had a ball
here. But we couldn't do that, there

wasn'tenoughroomhere."
should be listening to one another timeorsometimeslongerthanfullClinton took the podium and and learning so all of us can do time,butdonotmakeenoughmoney
today to get themselves and their
immediately thanked the people of better."
Scioto County for their warm recepClinton 'sagendaincludingtack- families out of poverty,"
She said, "Onceagainweshould
tion. "I've been to a lot of rece~ ling several issues such as jobs and
tionsaround the country, butlthink the working class. "In 1980," she reward work. Give investor's credI never had one to match this.''
said, ''we had the highest wages in its to those who invest in American
Clinton's speech concentrated the world."
jobs.
on a "positive new r=======;::::::;; ;;...iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
"We are the
vision''
for
only country in the
world that gave
America. She said
politicians need to
more tax breaks to
American busiconnect more with ""
nesses if they
the people they re~ -~
resent.
'"Ju.';,~~"-~
moved overseas
''My husband i:i
than if they stayed
here in Ohio to
wants to connect
with the people and :
make new investments in plants and
doesnotwanttorun U
a presidential camequipment to put
paign as it has in the
Americans back to
past,'' Clinton u
work. President
said," where the ;
_____.,
Clinton and Vicecandidatesspendall
PresidentGorewill
their time flying i:
absolutely reverse
over America, in- ,(
those entirely."
stead of driving
Furthermore
through and meet- -=0
Clinton said, "The
ing America."
United States govShe said Bill
------'= ~'""---------:....:::::.=:==:::::::::=......::::..::_J ernment used our
Clinton believes if
tax money to subsiHillary Rodham Clinton
someone running
dize the moving of
for office starts out believing the
She said ' by 1990 the United jobsoutofourcountry."
same thing that they end up believ- States was 13th and falling. "ArneriOn the subject of education,
ing, then it is a failure. "Because, cansareworkingharderforlessreal Clinton's program covers a broad
there are people in this gymnasium dollars than they took home in spectrum from Head Start to college
here that know a whole lot more on 1980."
level programs.
a specific issue than my husband, Al
Clinton said that the current sysClinton said two programs to
Gore, or the Speaker does," she tern allowed for, "the creation ofa provide aid to students on the colsaid.
whole new category of people, the lege level would be put into effect.
"In part, the political process workingpoor.Peoplewhoworkfull- "lbe first, is for the 70 percent of

9.

'' And police looked in their files

and found no report in this general

'I think we have done a better
job ofletting employees know
than students.'

'New vision' for America proposed by presidential candidate's wife·
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Shouldn't use products of
anti-choice backers

o
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7 inBreast
cancer explained
Grow seminar

omyoungpeoplewhowillnotgraduate from a four year institution like
this one. We don't care for them
much right now. And what Bill proposes is that for every high school
graduate there sh~d be available
two years of additional training and
apprenticeship programs to give
good skills and training."
On the second program for the
long tenn college student, "Bill
plans to scrap the existing student
loan program and substitute for it
the National Service Trust Fund out
of which any young person can burrow money to go to college.
"But they have to pay it back.
Either as a percentage of their income at income tax time, so none of
this defaulting. You borrow the
money you pay it back. Or two years
of national service back here at
home.''
Clinton said, "They would begin to pay back and solve some of
the problems that are affecting the
future and the quality of life in our
country."
Clinton said health care cannot
go on the way it is now. "We are
already spending 30 percent more
than the advanced economies we
are competing with and we don't
even cover everybody. My husband
hasaplanthatwillrefonnthehealth
care practice in this country by controlling costs." ,
Clinton said that all can be covered by a universal health package
and she said the government needs
See Candidate'• wife on page s

140 that
Manson has music reviews
will tame
you
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America looking for a change this election

How can those
who
want a real
change in Congress send yet an-·
other Democrat to
Washington?
.

-- ,loseph H. Varacalll

'
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Change. It seems to~ the magic word-this election year. The American his Democrat colleagues?
The blame for Congressional failure lies with the Democrats who
public is tired of business. as usual in Congress, tired of hearing the same
excuses year after year, and tired of the politicians who are willing to pay control it. If we honestly want change, we must change the make up and
balance of power in the House and Senate.
lip service to " change" in order to gain
America cannot afford another four
elected office.
years of a Democrat-led Congress if we
Changes are coming from some unwant actual change in Congressional
likely places. Change can be a positive
policy. They have had decades to make
thing when it is focused and constructive,
changes in the system, if that is their true
or when it truly addresses a problem. But
goal.
change for its own sake is not the way to
by
Unfortunately it is not. Their main
face the challenges that lie ahead.
concern seems to be blocking any legislaDuring the Oct. 6 debate between Ted
tion proposed by a Republican president or
Strickland and Bob McEwen, Strickland
the Republican minority in Congress, and
put himself forward as the candidate for
then whining about the lack ofleadership
those who sought change in Congress.
Congress has been controlled by Democrats for decades, where they in the White House.
I say it is time we send a Republican dominated Congress to the capital,
currently hold a l 02 seat majority. How can those who want a real change
led by men who have proven their worth and dedication like Bob McEwen.
in Congress send yet another Democrat to Washington?
We all have seen how the Democrats have run Congress; let's give Bob
Strickland says that Congressman McEwen being a member of Con- McEwen and the Republicans a chance to do it right.
Joseph H Varacalli is UC Opinion Editor.
gress, is therefore part ofthe problem. Is his guilt because ofassociation with

Through The
Looking Glass

Joseph H. Varacalli

SSU shouldn't use products of backers of anti-choice

To the Editor
It'sthebeginningofanewquarter,andcontroversyseemstohavefound
its way to me once again. On Sept. 21 I attended Monday Night Football
(a school function held in the university center). The game room was filled
with students talking, playing pool and table tennis, and ofcourse watching
the game.
In the midst of what appeared to be a splendid event, I looked over to
discover that Domino• s Pizza was being served as part of the refreshments.
At that moment, I felt discontent. As an advocate for pro-choice, I could not
eat the pizza, nor could I stand by and watch my academic institution
·
·
promote anti-choice. Let me explain.
Tom Monaghan, the owner and founder of Domino's Pizza, supports
Operation Rescue and has financially backed this organization in its attempt
to deny a womanofherreproductiverights. Monaghan not only personally
supports anti-choice, but has supported antiabortion groups with the profits
of Domino's Pizza.

speak to either Fred Chrisman or Tom Bowman.
The very next day, I attended a student programming board meeting
where I would have the opportunity to speak with Mr. Chrisman as well as
my peers. In this meeting, a few fellow students seemed uncaring, while
some others listened with objectivity. The final result was that it was not
a part of their program and was told I needed to speak with Tom Bowman.
In a further attempt, I approached Mr. Bowman who carefully listened to
my problem, but explained that this was not a part of his budget either.
Well who the hell's budget is it? I say, it• s my budget. I pay tuition and
a general fee that get distributed to make all of these budgets, and I want
to know who is spending my money and supporting an anti-choice
movement!
I realize I live in a di verse society and that's terrific. There will be those
who support Domino's even more now, well to all of you Eat Up!
And to those of us who are boycotting Domino's, I ask my university
to simply allow me the choice to choose what I eat, and where my money

senate's president and vice president to voice my concern. They explained
that the event is not a part of student senate's budget and I would need to

request is to give me and other students like me a choice.
Melinda Akins

ThesameMondaynight,inacasualencounter,lapproachedthestudent

goes. My preference is to boycott Domino's, but my anthropocentric

Says conquest of American wilderness inevitable

To the Editor
I am writing in response to the article concerning the ••500 years of
genocide." (University Chronicle, Oct. 5, page 2).
If the European settlers who came to America had not arrived through
the efforts of Christopher Columbus, they would have arrived later through
someone else who would have then started the inevitable, necessary
conquest of the American wilderness, which you call '•genocide.''
While it's true that viruses and diseases were introduced at the time the
settlers came, Columbus did not introduce cruelty or racist attitudes to the
"indigenous" population. "Turtle Island" never contained a utopian
society (as you imply). Utopia has never and will n~ver exist -- it is the idea
ofa fool. Cruelty,.war, greed and racism are human qualities, not those only
possessed by white Europeans.
I agree that the conditions on the reservations are terrible. It is true that
many reservations are mined for uranium and then become radioactive
dumps (such as Kerr-McGee), but these conditions exist all over the nation,

not just on reservations. All Americans are victims of the American
government's headlong rush into nuclear power.
America is not the home ofthe ••capitalist exploiters.•• This country was
made what it is by the collective whole of many cultures and beliefs.
Inevitably, when one country is formed, it is at the expense of another. All
empires arise from fallen empires.
The government of the United States may not be perfect, we may make
mistakes and accomplish great things at the expense of others, but we have
the best system around. You cannot change the past. You must realize that
America is not a place, it is a belief, a way of life, a hope for a better
tomorrow. If we continue to dwell on the past and lay the blame for any
injustices at the feet of others, that hope might never be realized.
It is unfortunate that such liberal trash has been allowed to diminish the
quality of this paper. A_little logic used in the articles might make it better
suited for reading instead of burning.
Darcy Chamberlin

The University Chronicle Letter to the Editor Policy

The UniversityOlronicle reserves the right to notpublish letters containing obscenities,
profanity or libel. The University Chronicle reserves lhe right to limit publication ofletters
fromfrequentwriters. The University Chronicle also reserves the right to not publish letters
which appeared in other newspapers.
· '
Allletters must be signed ana contain addresses and telephone numbers of writers for
verification. Writers must sign above their typed names.
Writers who personally cleliver letters to the newspaper office may be asked to show
identification. Otlier forms of verification will be used for letters mailed to The University
Chronicle.

The University Chronicle encourages its readers to respond to the editor and express
their views and optnions of articles apPCaring in the newspaper.
Address letterstoLettertothe Editor, The UniversityOlronicle,SSU, Massie 411,940
Second Street, Portsmouth, Ohio 45662. Letters may also be personally delivered to the
newspaper office in Massie 411.
The best read letters are brief. Writers should limit their correspondence to I 50 words.
The University Chronicle reserves the right to edit letters for length.

The University Chronicle welcomes your Letter to the Editor
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The

Never-Ending
Day
by

Bill Holmes
History will judge us

I had the honor to attend the '' Judaism Today'' discussion in Massie Theatre Sept. 29. This presentation made me
think about far more than the study of theological topics.
I began to think about the people of various groups who
are not respected for their differences. In the United States,
often its populace tends to think that persecution of beliefs
is outdated.
The group consisted of Rabbi Dana Magat, Dr. Marc
Leeds, Golriz Lorentz and Susan Warsaw. In the discussion
they described that each had either direct or indirect feelings .
that their opinions in religious matters were not always
observed or respected.
Most often people see imagesofThird Reich and Hitler's
ideals or the Revolutionary War and the 13 colonies break
away from Great Britain,
However, America often does not see itself in the same
light. United States history of persecution includes the
taking of the Native American land, which the country saw
as belonging to savages, slavery, the Know Nothing Party,
Chinese Exclusion Act, and the list goes on and on.
However, history needs not to repeat itself. History may
be linear, rather than circular. Our differences provide a vast
source ofstrength to draw upon, or ifwe allow it a vast social.
problem and wounds that won't easily heal.
It is a.shame that the United States, even with a jaded
history of exploitationism, talks about equality among it
citizens in theory, but practice of it is ignored. The idea fails
on the personal level.
A child is born with no real sense of prejudice and
society, however the individual is bombarded with images
of normality throughout life. What a subjective term normality is, to be used.
Furthermore, the West, due to it hegemonic status,
ethnocentricity judges others on its values and opinions in
its current place in history.
For .example, the Middle East is constantly shown
embroiled in violence and hostility by the media. Americans
tend to have a negative view of these individuals. In fact,
they often view these groups struggling for power as'' lovers
of war and violence.'' However, considering the age of the
states, many being born in post World War I and World War
II eras, conflict is normal struggle, especially with the
foreign influence involved with their spheres of influence
and prestige. This includes the colonial struggles for supremacy and the Cold y./ ar struggle between East and West.
Many of the states were drawn and put into existence by
the Old Warid' s colonial empires in order to protect geopolitical interests. The West too often forgets its own bloody
past of wars that soaked Europe in blood for hundreds of
years that established the Balance of Power system, nor
should we forget what our forefathers were viewed as in the
eyes of the world power at that time, Great Britain.
I could write for hours on this and thousands of other
injustices, but that is not my point.
I have known all sorts of people and I would hate to think
that I would offend one based on some silly ethnocentric
thought. Many ofthese people have changed my perspective
and have enlightened me in different ways and I cherish
them for it.
Maybe, ifmore people would take the time to understand
others and respect their opinions then probably we could

have a lasting peace. I do not mean to trade in your set of
beliefs because they are ofequal value to another, however
simply allow others to have the right to express their own
without fear of persecution.
This is an institution ofhigher learning that is filled with
both sexes of all races who subscribe to different religions,
philosophies, and creeds who come with a common purpose
to share knowledge.
These students are the leaders ofthe future and I hope we
all will learn that all of us can come to together and feel
comfortable. Take time to understand others around you in
your life and you will be blessed with an alternate perspective on the world. Persecution may not be dramatic but is
often times subtle. Remember it all starts on an individual
level and builds to form the whole.
History is in the past, I am concerned for the future that
my great grandchildren will write on and on our present they
will comment on.
Bill Holmes is UC News Editor.

Driving Left of Center
by

P. David Shope
I remember the Fighting Lemmings

Recently, while on a trip back home, I caught my alma
mater Elizabeth City High School's big game. We were the
Fighting Lemmings. This is a great name for a school with
a view of the ocean.
That evening the team played its arch-rival, the Arnold
High Possum Express. The boys lost the game 35-0, but, this
is an improvement. We were proud of them. Last year's
closest game was 38 points.
I fondly remember the games as a member of the
Fighting Lemmings so many years ago. I was third-string
waterboy on the junior varsity team but eventually worked
up to rotating duties with another player at linebacker and
fullback.
It's not as bad as it seems. I gained a lot .of experience,
as I got to watch the
coach. His name was
Buck Schott and he was
one of the greatest
coaches in Lemmings
history. His record was
12-38 when he was retired. He was a coaching genius.
Coach came from
the Woody Hayes
School of Philosophy.
The game plan for each
game was simple. On
first down we would run
up the middle and off
righttackle. Wealsoran
off tackle on second and
third down. Sometimes
we would use trick plays
such as punting on first
down or running offleft
tackle. This was great because the other teams never expected it.
Coach also was a great motivational speaker. My senior
year we were suiting up to play the No. 1 ranked Virginia
Beach Central High School Indigo Surfers.
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Coach Schott came into the locker room.' 'OK, men! As
you know, today we play the Surfers. They're 8-0 and
haven't allowed a touchdown all season. "Let• s face it. You
don't have a snowball's chance in hell of winning. So
remember don't get hurt and just have fun."
·
Coach being the great leader that he was, had a plan.
During the game, coach would play a tape of the ocean
waves. The Surfers ran off the field in search of their
surfboards. This would leave us unopposed to run the ball.
We did manage to almost win the game. We were able
to score a season high six points.
Then in the fourth quarter the Surfers punted and we
fwnbled. The Surfers recovered it in the end zone. After the
extra points they took the lead and eventually won 8-6. We
viewed it as a great moral victory. After the game coach
Schott was quite elated and (while standing in front of our
motivational sign that read "Just Try") said, "Men, ifwe
can almost beat Central we can almost beat anybody."
Upon reflection I get a tear in my eye thinking of those
glory days. I really miss those screaming fans, cheerleaders,
the smell of the wet grass and the sound of our pep band in
the night air -- not to mention the pain killers, the whirlpool
and visits to the E.R.
But most of all, I miss coach's speeches.
May your life be as entertaining as you wish it to be.
P. David Shope is a UC Staff Writer.

A Liberal Slant
by

Daniel

Stewart
America, love it or leave it

America, love it or leave it! That was the cry of conservatives back in the '60s. Things haven't changed much these
days.
The sniveling, shriveling prunes of politics are still
obsessed with the flag, the need to have our allegiance
"pledge" on command, and other such appearances of
patriotism. l'he reality is hypocrisy.
Then, as now, such loud judgementalists hardly understand the beauty ofAmerica and its freedoms. Knowing only
its superficial and patriotic artifacts.
The "liberals" are the real patriots who love America,
believe in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. When we
''liberals'' pledge, it's an initiative ofloveof country. It's not
the hollow patriotism of a Bob McEwen, Pat Buchanan or
George Bush worn on a shirt sleeve to win elections.
If the Republican party wants Bush to characterize
Clinton as a liberal then I would thank him for the compliment and the free commercial for the Democrats.
Who really wants another four years of their brand of
prosperity when all but the very prosperous are hardly
keeping up with inflation, much less living out their dreams.
Is this nation of ours really where it wants to be? This
liberal thinks not! Isn't it time to breathe the fresh air of
liberalism into the·politics, economy and values of this great
nation?
IfI soundextreme,remember what Barry Goldwater said
about extremism in the '60s, "It's no vice when it's in behalf
of what you believe in -- our liberties.''
I concur that this nation is great enough not to want a
"prune" or Bush back in the White House. But it seems the
Republican party unaBushedly salutes mediocrity. Go ask
Dan Quayle.
Daniel Stewart is UC Features Editor.

The University Chronicle
Wrjters Bloc
by

Karen
Wilson
Writers meet at Litde Smokies woricshop

I recently spent the weekend with some of the most
creative people I have ever met. I was lucky enough to attend
The "Ohio's Little Smokies" Fall Workshop, sponsored by
the Phoenix Writers.
Friday night, we gathered around a bonfire, sang, read
poems and stargazed. Then bright and early Saturday morning Dr. Bob Wilson gave us the charge and sent us off
looking for poems.
These poems were to be based on a word beginning and
ending with the letter T. During the afternoon, we gathered
together to edit these poems, so that writers can learn how
to edit their other poems.
There were many outstanding poems written on many
subjects. As Wilson said, "We had seduction poems, humorous, and very serious poems.
Each editing session chose their favorite poem from that
session, the "People's Choice" award. The first session
chose Sandra Elliot of Cincinnati for her poem '' Colorado
Miner," a love poem.
Shirley Crothers, professor of music here at SSU, was
chosen for her poem" He Learned His Lesson Well," about
domestic violence.
At the awards banquet Saturday. night, Sue Lonney
;mnowiced the w ~ of the ''September So~•• poetry
contest. First place went to Pat Sowards of Portsmouth for
"September's Bridge."
·
Second place went to Carolyn Jo Lacy for ''The Last
Day," while third place went to Mabel Miwie of Portsmouth for "Ode to Summer." Congratulations to all!
As the weekend drew to a close, plans were being made
. for next year's fall workshop. As to the Writer's Digest Seminar in Cincy. One of the
Phoenix Writers, Debbie Spears has placed number 75 out
of 6,000 entries, in the Writer ·s Digest nationwide contest.
Spears also informed me of a meeting that she will be
attending. The group is called Southern Appalachian Writers Co-op, one of the oldest known writer's groups.
It was created in the '50s, by a group of writers who
gathered together to talk about their heritage and their
writings. Jesse Stuart, who wrote about this area, was a
member of this group.
The annual gathering will be held Oct 16-18 in St. Paul,
Va. For more information contact Spears at 533-1081
Karen Wilson is a UC Staff Writer.

Let's Make Waves
by

AnthonyL.
Estep
Handicapped got a problem Dudes

Y000000 surfs up! Here we go again into the wavedashed minds of the surfer..Trippin' over sand and just
generally walkin' armmd campus seekin' some mondo
. waves.
I uh, like came across, this misguided individual. Here
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he was like totally lost and couldn't perceive why the
elevator was like not stoppin' on the first or third floors of
Massie. I mean like the dude was lost, god I'm going to miss
my class. Yo, save it dude, couldn 'tjustwalk up or down the
stairs dude.
Anyway I like engrossed myselfin thought, what about
the handicap? Like ifa handicapped dude or dudette comes
in on the first floor, like what are they expected to do, go up
and down the stairs, or even go back outside and go to
another entrance? I don't understand how this can possibly
help these people.
The administration says that the first and third floors are
closed because of remodeling. I haven't seen anything done
except these areas being cleaned out. When are these rooms
going to be finished and put back on line so the students can
use these areas?
Then we look atjust how much is this remodeling costing
us? Where is the money coming from, when we 're in a
budget crunch. Oh I reckon they'll say the money has
already been put forward for this. That still will not answer
the question dudes, wher;, did the money come from ay.
You know people that if you want to see files and such
on things of this nature, just find out who is in charge, ya
know the head honcho type dude. Submit a nicely typed
request to that person and ask for all information concerned.
Now if the person is like unwilling to cooperate,just like
mention '' Article 121.23 •• of the fabulous Sunshine Act.
This act covers your right as a student to view records and
sit in on all meetings ''with the exception of executive
sessions of board of trustees meeting" where it is a concern
of yours.
Ifyou need a couple of copies ofthe Sunshine Act, come
· onupandseemelikeatMIWie41 l likeanytime. I'll be glad
. to sit back and listen to complaints and even try to find
-information for you. Well till the next roll of waves see ya
dude, doesn't mean I want to be ya ay.
Anthony L. Estep is UC Page Manager.

DayTime

MyViews
by

Dennis Day
A woman's place is at the mall

We all go shopping. Some more than others. Some less
frequently. I'd fall into the second category. When I do shop,
I never go to a place full of other shopping-crazed
homosapiens.
I'm afraid I might get caught in some coupon-laundering
scandal, or find myself in a customer-brawl in the donut
department. I prefer to go to the secluded shops out oftown.
My favorite is Sun TV in Chillicothe. I'm an electronics
freak, and I just seem to crave the newest gadget with the
most microchips and diodes inside.
But women seem to be notorious for shopping. I'm not
trying to pick on the females, but you have to admit that there
are far more shops geared toward the female spenders than
there are of males. Within any mall can be found store after
store full of women's clothing, shoes, cosmetics, jewelry
and perfume.
I've written an account ofmy rendition of how and why
a female goes shopping:
A woman, we'll call her Agnes, is sitting in the living
room watching The Poor and the Hopeless in the midafternoon.
Suddenly, for reasons which modern science cannot
explain, a sudden force ofadrenaline is released from within
the female, registering dollar Sign$ in her hypothalamu$.

Opinion
Almost by instinct she grabs a handful ofcredit cards, the
car keys and then quickly heads for her urban tank and sets
out on her quest for anything on sale. She knows not what she
plans to buy; she only knows that her life seems empty
without whatever it is she will end up buying after the day's
events are over.
After clipping a few fenders, losing a fe~ lights and
plowing over a pedestrian or two (who themselves probably
should've been home cooking dinner or spying on the
neighbors or something), she triumphantly arrives at the
place of ultimate conquest: the overpopulated mall.
Here we find another female weapon of mass destruction: those annoying shopping carts with the wobbly and
squeaky wheels. Ifthe female is in no mood to compete with
the other consumers for today's blue light special, the
shopping cart can be a terrifying weapon indeed.
One poor soul, obviously underestimating her determination to purchase mass quantities of clearance sale items,
attempts to ward her off. This individual does not have the
grace of God on his side and does not succeed.
She accelerates toward the rotating blue beacon with the
man crumpled over the frontofher cart. This man apparently
didn't sense that he was in a store full offemales and wasn't
cognizant of Agnes' dash toward the mesmerizing blinking
blue light. Luckily, the man escapes the room of horrors with
his life.
One brave male stock boy attempts to paralyze her with
his price gun. With "Special 99 cents" stamped on her
forehead, Agnes ferociously and unremorsefully stampedes
the stock boy on her way to the finish line of all shopping
ordeals: the mangled messy maze of checkout lines.
Getting through these lines can be labeled the ''mother
ofall battles'' for women. Before the day is over, Agnes has
reached the checkout woman.
On that revolving black belt are placed all the successful
rewards of an exhausting and barbaric day at the mall:
toenail clippers, tampons (lots), hair spray, Tammy Bakker
blush, eyeshadow and eyelash stuff, Oil of Olay, Sea Breeze.
Lady Speedstick, a mascara tacklebox, and some Preparation H, extra strength.
Thus endeth a day at the mall.
Dennis Day is a UC Sta.ff Writer.

Did You Know????-

Did you know each U.S. senator has an expense accmmt
of $611,000, each U.S. house member $199,000? All
members ofcongress get a tax deduction of $3,000 for living
expenses.
They also get free mailing and use free computers to
build their mailing list.
They average $23,900 in free travel annually, even
before overseas junkets are added in. They get free meals,
free liquor and hotel accommodations when traveling; free
taxis, some free limos, and reimbursement for mileage.
They get free use of military aircraft and bases, free
parking at airports, free couriers and messengers.
Free banking, free postage stamps for personal use, free
printing, free picture framing, and free greeting cards.
Free telephone calls with lDllimited long distance calling, free satellite hook-ups, and free use of TV/radio
studios.
Free family memberships in a lavish health spa with a
gym and pool, free golf, tennis, hunting and fishing.
They buy U.S. government furniture at fire sale prices:
leather chairs for $4.80, couches for $23, mahogany desks
for $60. Their haircuts, car wash, beauty shop and dining
room expenses are all heavi'Iy subsidized by the taxpayers.
They get free stationery, cameras, film and video equipment.
From information provided by the Free Congress Foundation.
Compiled by Anthony L. Estep,
UC Page Manager
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Crime reports as required by law only SSU interest

continued from page 1

and found that Mount Union ineluded in its fact sheet the 1991
Alliance (Ohio) Police Department
annual report.
DeanTaylor,authoroftheMount
Union report, wrote, ''To help inform the campus community of
crime in the Alliance area, I have
included statistics from the 1991
Federal Bureau of Investigation's

Uniform Crime Reporting System
annual report for the City of Alliance.''
Roberts said SSU reports only
certain crimes on campus. She said
the law, at this point, requires SSU
to report the six major crimes (murder, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary and theft of motor
vehicles). "And we make every effort to comply with that law.''

During the required reporting
time, there were 288 incidents reported, from vandalism and sexual
harassment to a flasher and vehicle
breaking and entering. Of the incidentsreportedabout22percentwere
of a serious nature.
Roberts said there are people on
campus who deal with sexual harassment and that she didn't feel ·
SSU should be obligated to report it.

University
Potpourri

The government did not choose to
define that as part of the crime act,
she said, and what SSU is interested
in doing is complying with the law.
Young said, "Ifa similar situation were to occur there are ways it
can be handled discretely."
Students can obtain a copy of
SSU's crime statistics in the office
of Richard Howard, vice president
of student affairs.

Memorial service held

A memorial service was held Oct.

1Oat Ferris State University in Michi-

gan for Esther Ewigleben, wife of
Dr. Robert Ewigleben, a fonnerpresident ofSSU.
Mrs. Ewigleben was killed in a
plane crash in the North Sea late last
month. Dr. Ewigleben suffered severe hypothennia, but is now in reasonably·good health.
Those wishing to do so may make
donations to the Ewigleben International Scholarship, Ferris State University, Big Rapids, Mich. 49307.

Candidate's wife has answers for economic recovery

continued from page 1

to control the cost of drugs by controllingthecostofmerchandisingso
more money can go into research
and development.
She saidoftentimesdrugs can be
obtained cheaper outside the states,
in Europe and Asia for cheaper
prices.
Clinton ties her speech together,
centering on the "new vision" for
America.
She calls for the "new vision"
to be "bigger than each ofus naturally and connect us from one coast
to another. This puts us on a footing
we deserve.''
Dr. Ted Strickland, SSU assistant professor of psychology and
candidate for congress, spoke before the assembly. Strickland said,
••Amenca has gone through a dark
period, more and more of us are
living in poverty, more and more of
us are living without homes. More
ofus, our neighbors and friends, are

living without health care. OureduStrickland said, "After 12 years penalty. We ought to be talking
cational system is crumbling, and in office he (McEwen) is talking about jobs, jobs, jobs, health care
our environment is becoming in- about gun control and the death and education."
. polluted.''
creasmgly
.
!~r---'-------------------------,
However, Strickland said he sees :C
a positive future "where we can~
work together, rather than being
angry and divisive.''
Strickland claims a heated race u
betweenhirnselfandincumbentBob ;;;i
McEwen.
.:
Strickland said he took offense ;
to McEwen, apparently negatively,
referring to him as "the professor'' VJ
in some of the news releases.
=E
In the second debate in Dayton
between the candidates, Strickland >,
said that McEwen stated, '' 'Nothing you do amounts to anything.'
And I said, Mr. McEwen have you
ever talked to my students. I care for LH-il-la_ry_R_o_d_h_a_m----=c=li-n-to_n_,-th_e_w--:-:ifi,...e-o-=-f=o_e_m_o_c-ra-t..,..ic_p_r_e_si:--:dc-e-nt....,.ia-=1---'
my students.''
candidate Bill Clinton; spoke in the activities center on Oct. 9.
Strickland said he is against gun She calls for a "new vision" to be "bigger than each of us
control. "For the record I am not for naturally and connect us from one coast to another. This puts us
gun control, I never have been for on a footing we deserve." Ohio House Speaker Vern Riffe
gm cqntrol."
·
intooduced Clinton.

f

The student senate took care of
general business and created a speciat committee during its weekly
meeting Oct. 7.
President Shane Ross said that

been scheduled for 11:30 a.m. Nov.
2 in Micklethwaite Banquet Hall.
Students are encouraged to attend.
Anewcommitteewasformedto
improve the lighting of the campus
parking areas for the safety of the
students.SenatememberDavidJen-

kins volunteered to be chairman the
committee.
Rebecca Greene, student board
of trustees member, has set her offlee hours in the university center.
She will be available Fridays from 9
a.m. to 10 a.m.

The University Chronicle presents the
first-ever Hooptie contest.
A Hooptie is a car, most generally an
ugly one.
Most often Hoopties are multi-col-

ored vehicles with differentsizesandstyles
of tires or wheels. Sometimes Hoopties
are missing a headlight or two, maybe
even a window.
All entries must include a clear photo

as well as a short description of why it's a
Hooptie. Entries must be received by Oct.
30. Winners will be announced Nov. 2.
The contest is open to all students
except Chronicle staff members.

First prize will be $25 of gasoline.
Second will be $15 of gasoline and third
prize will $5 ofgasoline. All ~may be
redeemed at Knittel' s BP Service Center,
Gallia and Waller Streets in Portsmouth.

Staff Writer

Hooptie contest offers students prizes for photos of cars
,.------------,
I
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Phone 3S3-7180
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Portsmouth, Ohio

I
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Martin Russell's Bookstore

513 Second Street

.

J. :20% SAVINGS:

approximately 100 students participated during Volley Rock '92, the
combined volleyball competition
and concert held Sept. 26.
Aninter-fraternitycouncilisstill
in the planning stages, he said.
A fall quarter open forum has

uc

The Ohio Department of Administrative Services cited SSU for• 'Olastanding Achievement in the Area of
Minority Business" for the 1991-92
fiscal year. A certificate was presented to Jackie Evans, SSU purchasing manager, at a Inter-University Council Purchasing Group Meeting in Colwnbus Sept. 16.
SSU exceeded the minority set
aside requiremen for the second
straight year.

f

Senate conducts business as usual during routine session

By Sally Sapp

SSU rece1Ves award

Portsmouth, 9hio

PECIAL .
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Brent Arn,
student senate
member

By Anthony L. Estep
UC Page Manager
Brent Arn, member of the stu-

dent senate extraordinaire. In his
second year as a senate member,
Arn has worked on both successful
and unsuccessful projects and wants
to see more student involvement in
SSU affairs.
Arn started at SSU in September
I 988 after graduating from Eastern
Brown High School in Brown

Polly
Workman,
Student senate
member

By Anthony L. Estep
Page Manager

uc

Polly Workman is in her first
Jerm as a student senate member. A
1989 graduate of Portsmouth High
School, Workman is majoring in
social sciences with elementary certification.
She was elected to the student
senate in June I 992.
Workman is also a voting member Qf the student programming
board.

..
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County, Ohio.
He is striving for a bachelor of
science and bachelor ofarts degrees
and an associate degree in business
management.
People see Arn every day as he
diligently works behind the information desk at the university center,
answering questions and directing
people to the offices they are seeking.
In previous terms on the student
senate, Arn has worked on issues
and programs ranging from the Sec-

ond Street closing, all the way
through to working with the United
Way, gathering orders and donations.
W hi I e
most students
went away for
the summer,
Am capitalized on this
time to finish
working on the
child day care
Arn
issue at SSU.
Arn said he saw day care as
something the students needed.
'• First a survey had to be worked up,
and administered to students, fac-

ulty,administration,andstaff," Arn
said.
"RobbieBurkedecidedthather
organization communications class
would include the day care material
in the class survey.
Arn said child care would produce student employment. '' Students would be needed to watch the
children, as well students would be
used to operate the child care center."
And, he said, a day care center
would provide a source of revenue
for SSU.
"The program would give everyone a low-cost child care pro-.
gram where people would be able to

depend on a steady child care service."
Arn said now that the day care
study is complete he is looking for a
new issue or project that shows merit
and is a challenge to him.
''For the future I would like to
see the students unify and obtain a
stronger control over what happens
at SSU," Arn said.
"I want students to realize that
they need to take the initiative and
concern on school issues, before
politics take over complete control.''
And, Arn said, "If there is anything I can do to help student control
to progress I'll be glad to lend a
hand."

She said she bases her decisions
in senate meetings on student's reactions.
'' I put myself in the place of the
student," Workman said. "I'm a
student, too. I'm not making decisions for my own personal benefit,
but for the students as a whole.•'
She said she likes to hear ideas
from students. "I'm always available at the campus during the day to
listen to ideas, or answer questions
good or bad. I want to hear what
students have got to say and what
they think."
She said there may be times

when tuition raises are justified. "I
think that if there is a reason to raise
tuition OK,
but only if
there is a
need."
Workman
said she has to
pay the raises
just like everyone else.
Workman
She said if
students need classes to graduate
then they should be made available
to them. "I have had the same class
dropped three times; this is a lot of

trouble for myself as well as students.''
Workman, who is the only female memberofstudent senate, said,
''I would encourage more women to
step forward and fill these positions
and others at SSU. ''
She said she regrets the loss of
Keith Adams and Daniel Stewart as
senate members. ''Theywould have
been valuable assets, as to input of
ideas for the senate.
Adams and Stewart both are
leaving the senate due to class schedules conflicts. I widerstand their reasons for leaving.''

She said she didn't believe in the
four percent wage increase recently
granted to members of the administration? "I don't think it was right at
this time, because of the budget
problems.''
Workman said, "SSU is growing faster than we realize. We need
student participation and input into
the projects that we do. The students
are the university, the students are
most important."
Workman said she intends to
support the students and strive to
represent them to the utmost of her
ability.

..

..
.

. ..

From the desk of the student senate secretary - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Students are needed for various
SSU committees. Involvement in
SSU via the various committees is a
great way to obtain experience for
future senators or for students who
just want to be involved.
The AIDS and Drug Education
committees, under the direction of
Dr. Michael Hughes (counselor), is
comprised of faculty, administrators, support staff and students.
S1UDENfSorORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Aorida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE
trips. Organiu SMALL or LARGE
groups. Call Campus marketing. 800423-5264

The committees meet monthly
from September to May. Their purpose is to identify, develop and
implement educational and/or preventionprogramsoncampustomake
the SSU community aware of the
problemsrelatedtosubstanceabuse
and sexually transmitted diseases,
methods of prevention and available resources if the need for assistance arises.
The committees also work in
close conjunction with other area
service providers, such as the Scioto
County C.ounseling Center, Portsmouth Health Department, Southern Ohio Medical Center, etc., in the
sponsoring ofjoint projects on cam-

pus. Staff from these agencies serve
as ad-hoc members to these committees.
Students are a critical component in the make-up of these committees. Their input is extremely
valuable in gaining a better understanding ofthe students' needs, what
type of programs are helpful and to
provide a linkage to the student senate with which both committees have
worked productively in the past on
several projects.
The AIDS and Drug Education
committees need two students each
to serve through May 1993. Interested students should, but do not
have to be, allied health or social

Before you diet again read this book

Fat Science
By John Novak, M.D.

An interesting and easily digested summary of
basic scientific information
-- Don't undertake another diet or weight loss scheme
until you read this
-- How your brain, your intestines, your metabolism
and your fat conspire to keep you in the shape you're in
512.95 Available at
SSU Bookstore

Ma.rting 's
M rtfo R

science majors,
The CORE committee, under
the direction of Dr. James Flavin,
professor of F.nglish, also needs one
student to serve throughout the year.
The purpose of the committee is to
examine SSU's CORE program.
Interested students should have
completed aminimumof75 percent
of his or her CORE. Interested students should have a strong opinion
regarding the CORE, whether it be
for or against.

All interested students should
submit a brief letter of interest by
Oct. 16.
The letter should be given to Joe
Harris in the university center administrative office.
All committee appointments are
madebysenate president Shane Ross
and confirmed by the student senate.
Additional information may be
obtained by calling 355-2217.
Joe Harris

Heating assistance available

Low income families who are
Ohio residents ma yutilize the Home
Energy Assistance Program to help
pay heating bills, said Ohio Senator
Cooper Snyder.
Priority is given to senior citizens and people with disabilities.
Applications for the 1992-93

heating season are available at hu-

man services offices, community

action agencies, senior citizen centers and other community offices.
The deadline is Feb. 26, 1993.
For details on HEAP or to receive an application, call 800 2820880.

CELERON SQUARE
on campus housing

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter

call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
on SSU Campus
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Breast cancer· explained in -GROW seminar

By Christopher Secrest
Staff Writer

uc

Breast Cancer: The mere mentionofthisdreadfulafflictioncauses
many women to fear that their lives
are over once they have been diagnosed, but that is normally not the
case,asDr. Tsuyoshilnoshitapointed
out during the Breast Cancer Seminar at a GROW symposium Sept.
30.
Once a woman has been specifically diagnosed by a breast biopsy
(surgical removal ofa tissue sample),
then after a Mammogram screening, successful treatment can begin
with chemotlterapy, estrogen replacement or a mastectomy, the last
option to remove a malignant tumor.
Inoshita, an onocolics (cancer)
specialist who is the director of the
Portsmouth Cancer Center, come to
Scioto County last July in a joint
effort with the Southern Ohio Medical Center.
Inoshita said, " ... early detection is the main thing to getting
cured, and then with other successful treatment, a patient can live a
normal, productive healthy life, as
longastheyfollowestablishedguidelinesandfollowupwithsemiannual
checkup and the continued self-examinations necessary to ensure no
more growth.''
Inoshitasaidthatacancertumor
is a "pathological diagnosis" of a
carcinogen located inside the muscularortissuecellswhichspreadvia
the mitosis division of cell generation spreading out along the tissue
cells until the cancer cells become
expansive and evasive.

This nonnally talc.es about five
years, he said.
With effective diagnose, a physician has a choice of treatments,
Inoshita said.
Such treatments include chemotherapy, which tries to flood out the
infected area with a series ofradiation doses in an attempt to stop the
growth.
Despite the drawbacks such as
hair loss, weight loss and a potential
to bring about menopause, chernotherapy is still a widely used antidote for, he said.
Also useful but highly controversial is the inducementofprogesterone to replace the estrogen normallyfound in the body, in increased
arnountswhichhelpthebody'sown
immunological defense mechanisms
fight to slow the effects or speed of
the cancer cells, he said.
The benefits of such a usage are
to improve the cardiovascular systemandtolowercholesterollev.els,
but in retrospective analysis as
Inoshitasaid, "Thechancesofgetting cancer by this method increase
30 percent - 40 percent in some
cases as well as inducing the likelihood ofreoccurrence by malignant
cells."
The final option is the
mastectomy which is the surgical
removal of a breast, he said.
He said once a mastectomy has
been decided on, then it's up to the
surgeon'sdiscretionastohowmuch
tissue to remove.
This is to alleviate other psychological factors involved, such as to
displace any psychological fear of
dying from cancer, to damping the

fear of reoccurrence once the carcinogen has been removed and to
reduce any neurosis of psychological concern about remission.
Inoshita also stressed that for
women who have a family history of
breast cancer, the tendency is increased to one out of four that the
next generation female will develop
breast cancer.
He said the American Cancer
Society recommends early screening by doctors and self examination
by those in this high risk group, and
that Mammograms are cost effective in prolonging life, especially
after the age of 50.
The American Cancer Society
recommends that afterthe ages of40
to 50 one should have a checkup
every one to two years.
But the problem with yearly
checkups by Mammogram screening is that it may be inducive to
devel_oping cancer by radiation,
whichincreaseswitheachcheckup,
Inoshita said.
He said that X-rays or ultrasounds can be used as alternatives
for those 25 years or under to determine if a lump is solid or liquid.
Mammogram screening will only
beusedwhenpositivelydiagnosed,
therefore indicating a prevalence to
theimportanceofscreeningorearly
detection, he said.
Although breast cancer is rare
among young people, the use of a
Mammogram is for those of high
family risk to start treatment early,
to determine the effects of a carcinoma infiltrates and to determine
just how far along the cancer cells
are developing.

Inoshita said that without substantial epistemological evidence,
breast cancer rates have not risen in
the past couple of years in Southern
Ohio, nor in Scioto County, which
would indicate a need for such a
single purpose medical facility such
as the Portsmouth Cancer Center.
Among the other aspects discussed during the symposium were
the broader female issues of breast
cancer and their implications upon
its female victims.
Susari Warsaw, SSU director of
development and community relations, is a breast cancer survivor
who talked about her experiences
trying to cope with this affliction,
which she said upon diagnosis was a
veryscaryaSpect.
She said something was terribly
out of control in her body and there
was nothing she could have done to
prevent it in her life.
But when she. was diagnosed in
May of 1991 at the Southern Ohio
Medical Center and treated at the
PortsmouthMedicalCenter,shefelt
very scared and did as the doctors
told her.
To her, she said, the main emotional backbone to surviving breast
cancer, is to have her family and
friends around to support her.
To have this done away from

home would have been detrimental
to her emotional and psychological
well being, she said. Warsaw said
she believes that being surrounded
by family and friends as well as
others who have shared her experiences gives so much support that the
effects on recovery are absolutely
wonderful and that it was comfortable to be at home.
Where she received her treatment at the Portsmouth Medical
Center, the quality of care was excellent and the staff really cared for
her. she said.
Those two aspects really made
the whole experience tolerable, she
said. It was important to Warsaw
that she be given the best treatment
and care locally available and not
have to travel to Columbus, where
the support of family and friends
wouldn't be as beneficial.
The GROW seminars are a part
offree women's studies on a variety
oftopicsheld everyWednesdayat
12 p.m. in the Micklethwaite BanquetHalloftheuniversitycenter.
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organiutions wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs l-SOO327 -6013 ·
..__
_,

__________

Campus c l u b s - - - - - - - - - - - - - Please send update lo the UC ojf,ce.

Student Senate

Purpose: To promote the educational, cultural and social welfare of
SSU students. Heads up and serves as a
guide for all other recognized clubs and
organiutions. President -- Shane Ross.

Student Programming Board

Purpose: Initiates, plans, develops
and implements activities for students
and the campus community. President
--Joe Hull
The Native Circle

Purpose: Native American group
focusing on philosophy, history and
rites. Members act as a sounding board
to those trying to find their' 'roots'• and
need to talk about their culture. Founded
in 1991 by Donna Kerecz. Adviser -Rolland Williston, a Choctaw and Peace
Shield Teacher. Meets every Thursday
at 4 p.m. in Massie 203.
Behavioral Sciences Club

Meets on Thursdays- --- call Daniel
Stewart at 355-2278 for more details.

AHANA

tivities that provide awareness of the and engineering knowledge relating to
broad spectrum of cultural diversity. plastics. President -- Tod Wiget
Black Gospel Ensemble

11;;i"

·

Medical Lab Club

Purpose: To increase the awareness
ofstudents, staff, and the community of
the profession and of professionals of
Medical Laboratory Technology; to
participate activities which promote
health awareness.

Purpose: To provide socia~ educational, and recreational opportunities SPE
for SSU minoritY, students through ac- , ~<;>5::,to promote the scientific
•

I

t

I

l

fl

Phi Theta Kappa

Purpose: A singing group comprised
Purpose: Work closely with student
of SSU minority students who perfonn senate and willingly engage in commublack gospel music on campus and in nity efforts emphasizing the four hallthe community.
Campus Ministry
marlcs offellowship, leadership, scholarship and service. An honor fraternity.
Purpose: Offer a wide range of ser- Eligibility is a 3.25 GPA. President __
vices to students from pastoral counsel- wanda Dabbs
!ng and providing use~ books to help- Paralegal Association
make a life as well as a .
Purpo . T
te furth d
rmg·students
35 3_9303
se. opromo
ere ucation for students in the areas of legal
assisting and law, and to provide opporPurpose: To expand the knowledge tunities for leadership and discussion
ofits members in their respective fields; of law topics.
to foster concern for the whole and
President -- Rex Ross
expand understanding between the Engineering Society and the general populace.

Tbefew the Proud
The UDiversity·Chronicle
he )'OU 14) to the challenge?
Wso cal Donna 355-2278
or cane to Massie 411.

JOSTENS

October 12 and 13
10:30 until 2:30
University Center Lobby
Only $10.00

.t
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SSU graduate enjoys job at local newspaper
By Karen Wilson
UC Staff Writer

If you are like me, you might be
concerned about your future once
you leave these hallowed halls.
The statistics on getting a job in
your chosen field are a little grim.
For those who cannot pick up their
lives and move the chance are even
slimmer.
This is the state in which Jennifer Moorhead found herself She
graduated from SSU in May of 1992
with a bachelor of arts/English humanities degree.
Her husband works locally as a
state trooper, so she needed to find a
job in the area. • 'When I graduated,
it was the worst time (statistically)
to get a job."
She applied at The (Portsmouth)
Daily Times and waited for word.
When the call came for an interview, she says she was amazed,
especially when she learned they

Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
Anonymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Church, Fifth and Parle
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.
I

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE

HEADPHONE RADIO

just for calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

had just hired a recent graduate from

Cornell University.
When she arrived, she found
herself in a strange situation. For her
job interview, she had to interview
the editor, Tammy Ramsdale.
After the interview, Moorhead
typed up a story for Ramsdale, and
says she was scared when the editor
showed her what was wrong with
her story.
"I was sure I wouldn't get the
job,'' Moorhead says. However,
Ramsdale did call and offer her a
staff writer position because of her
English capabilities.
Moorhead now writes feature
articles for the Times. She covers
Greenupal)dSouthShore,Ky.news,
as well as other hard news stories.
"The first three days were horrible,'' she says. So bad, in fact, she
wanted to quit.
However as she learned more
about the style of writing, she's be-

come more relaxed and said she
really enjoys her job.
Working on a newspaper "is :;
likegoingtoschool. Youhearabout Ill
everything that comes over the AP
wire and learn about new things as
you write about them, like Irish u
dancing and Life Flight."
Shesaysherjobhasalsohelped
her become more assertive, and
being a reporter allows her to meet vmany new people.
1.
• Of her four years at SSU she says, "I'm really grateful SSU has ....
such a good English department.'' -:
Tea~hers who are "willing to]
work with you one on one.''
llo

-

f

i

She credits Dr. James Flavin
and Dr. Carlton Yost as those who
helpedherwritingabilitiesthemost.
Moorhead's story holds out a
glimmer of hope that when a studentgraduates,theymaybeableto
beatthe odds and find a job in their

I
SSU graduate Jennifer Moorhead writes feature articles for the
Daily Times. She covers Greenup and South Shore, Ky. news, as
well as other hard news stories.
field.
According to Moorhead, most of
herfriendswhohavejustgraduated,
either do not have jobs or don't have

jobs in the career for which they
studied. ''Ifl didn't have this job, I
wouldn't have done anything with
my degree. I guess I'm really lucky."

Comedy star Henry Cho to perform at SSU's Comedy Night

Henry Cho, headliner for the fried homespun material which is
Improvisation and Comedy Comer the core of his act registers with
clubs and star ofNerds III: The New audiences form coast-to-coast. His
Generation(MOW), will be
hilarious observations
at SSU's Comedy
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiii.;;;;;;;.;;;;;;.~
stem form the
Night 9 p.m.
blending of
Oct. 14 in the
his peculiar
cultural
university
backcenter.
Cho
ground

c0 me_d-y
N•Ig'ht
·'

''

performs
and his
for colleges
good
and corporate
o l ' boy"
functions across
attitude.
Television
the United States.
Crowds don't know
credits under Cho's belt
what to think when Cho starts talk- includethePatSajakShow,HBO'S
ing. Not only is he one of the fastest Comic Relief, Showtime's Funnirising young comedians in the in- est Person competition, Comic Strip
dustry, but is also a full-blooded LiveandtheMTVHalf-HourComKorean with a deep East Tennessee edy Hour. drawl.
·
Cho has also been a special
Henry had only been in a com- guest star on Designing Women,
edy club once before he performed and Lenny.
in a contest sponsored by the Funny
Dr. Jerry Holt, chairman of arts
Bone to find the funniest person in and hwnanities, will be master of
Tennessee. He came in second. The . ceremonies. Comedy Nightissponnext week he was hired by the chain sored by the student programming
to perform regularly.
board and is free to SSU students
Beyond the audio-visual twist and one guest, all others $5 at the
that Cho brings to comedy, the stir- door.

The Bear's Den

It pays $$$ to

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items

,, ~

~ - ;~»,~~
/
~-:l\. - ~
'

•,

Open 7:30 a._m. - 9:00 p:m ., Monda~ thru Thursday
7 .30 a .m. - 4.00 p .m ., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

- - - · fn thrrEJniversity-Gente, - ·__ ._.___ _

#

advertise in The
Chronicle
355-2278 today!

Mrs. Renison's

CRISPIE CREME DONUTS
1201 Gallia
__·..51oru1a;::Fodai,s un.111.usJl.lll,. - . -

Saturday S a.m. to 8:4S p.m .• Gosed Sunday

Henry Cho

Illustrator's Contest
Deadline Dec. 1 -- Science Fiction/Fantasy
-- Line Drawings, Humor and Caricature,
Line Drawings -- $50 first prize in each
t
t II p ·
ca egory -- open a - nzes
donated by Dr. MarkMirabello
- - - --Submit entries t~Massie 41t .. ..••

°
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~ports

The
men and women in These
blue
and the Z e b rThere
aaressome-who~
------Whatmakesamanorwomangooutintotheworldofsports
spend a lot of time studying the book
types are called rabbit-ears. An i.lmpire or official

and ta1ce verbal abuse and have their heritage attached? Why? should never letthe fans gettohim. How dol handle it? I ignore to find a seldom-called or even seldom-heard of penalty.
Because we love it.
it. I concentrate on the game and enjoy the excitement in front During the game a situation comes up that faintly resembles
We love the thrill of the game. We thrive on a dosage of of me, not behind me.
that rule and out comes the flag.
sports a day. There is nothing
Coach and the other officials are going, "What in the
The best crew an umpire
like ha vinga seat behind home
or an official can work on is world!'' He says, ''See, I know the rule book and it's on page
plate or on the 50 yard line
an invisible crew. I don't 131, paragraph 7 (a)." No matter what the coach and boo birds
except for being out there.
mean that you can't see them call him, he feels he is one of the best.
When I'm behind the plate I
exceptfortheirflags, whistles
Other states have a group of umpires and officials who
like to see firsthand what kind
or safe or out calls. I mean attend games and critique fellow officials. These men or
with
of stuff the pitcher has -- the
crew that is unnoticeable.
women can quickly recognize the caliber ofindividual they are
strategy the pitcher and catcher
If a crew calls a good watching.
game they're not even nouse to set down a good hitter.
They forward on to the state the rating and summary of
One thing I hate is when
ticed. A crew that empha- each ump or official. The state then assigns the invisibles the
sizes no harm no foul and top games ofthe week and the pretty boys, social climbers, and
them foul balls finds a place
that isn't protected by the equipment. When working the bases preventive officiating dictate a smoother game.
showboats the weaker schedules.
I enjoy seeing firsthand a good pick off move or a good jump
Ifan official sees a lineman encroaching (offsides) and it's
I had a coach tell me one time, ''I don't remember you
by the runner in an attempt to steal a base.
early in the game, he waits till after the play and approaches calling any ofmy games.'• I replied, '' I was there coach. I must
In high school football there are five positions to work. In the lineman and tells him he was off sides and that he will be have been invisible.''
higher competition there are more positions to fill. I like to watching him the rest of the game.
·
Tom Davis, is UC Sports Editor.
work the umpire's slot which is right behind the defensive line.
This will better serve the game than throwing
I can see the lineman battling it out and hear the grunting the flag. Same goes for holding, if it had no
and groaning with each effort. I can see a linebacker filling the bearing on the play the same diplomacy will
LASS/FIEDS, PERSO/IIALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
hole and put a crunching hit on a ball carrier.
work.
$1 oo F.OR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
It's invigorating to see firsthand the nifty moves or splitTherearealotofunjustsituationsthatgovern
DEADLINE 10 DAYS BEFORE PUBLICATION
ALL OTHER SIZE ADS PUBLISHED AS DISPLAY
second decisions a ball carrier makes to gain valuable yardage. the selection of officials and umpires to join a
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411
In basketball the three point shot and the slam dunk is always crew in Ohio. A few are asked to join because of
a thing of beauty.
their social status rather than their ability.
Sales representative wanted, Con- Henderson. Ad.
Looking for fun adv~nture, total
I love sports and this is the closest way I can be involved.
Some are asked because they simply look tact Dave Justice, R.L. Polk and ComWell you might say, "What about a coach?" Is he on the field good in uniform. Doesn't matter if they can't tell pany, 602 Chillicothe St, Portsmouth. havoc? Come join the few, the proud,
the willing, write in the University
and involved in the action? In my years I have been blocked, a football from a basketball.
Ad.
Total woman seeks the company Chronicle! Ad.
tackled and piled on. It's only fun when it doesn't hurt.
Then you have those that are called "Show- ofametaphysicalmanwhounderstands
Wanted: Grain Warehouse ExSometimes we walk away with worse injuries than the boats." A Showboat is a person who seems to nature religions and nude drumming. aminer, contact Linda K. Roberts, Dept.
players. An umpire or zebra must love it or be crazy. I'll tell lack self com,dence and goes overboard on his Meet these guidelines, write me. Corre- of Agriculture, 65 S. Front St., Room
you it·s about fifty fifty. A lotofothei" colleagues feel the same appearance, mechanics and the signals. He will spondent 028. Reply to the University 605, Columbus, Ohio 43215. Ad.
Various GS Positions, Office of
way.
always be checking out his patent leather shoes Chronicle, Massie 411. Ad.
There a few others, who will not admit it, but they like the and brushing them off on the back of his pants.
TeacherofElementary Art wanted, Personnel Management, 200 West Secmoney and social status they fell they gain from it.
Hewillcheckhisshirt-beltbuckle-zipperline ContactH. Garry Osborne, Portsmouth ond St. Room 507, Dayton Ohio 45402.
These are the ones who don't have the drive and desire to continuously. Constantly checking to see ifevery CitySchools, 4I I CourtSt.,Portsmouth. Ad.
Vote Nov. 3- Vote Nov. 3 -- Vote
Ad.
give a 110 percent but go through the motions, collect their hair is in position. When he blows his whistle and
Single attractive white male 26, Nov. 3-Vote Nov. 3-Vote Nov. 3check and stop at their favorite club and brag about how well gives the signal for the violation he looks as ifhe seeking single white female for excit- Vote Nov. 3 - Vote Nov. 3 --Ad.
they did.
is trying out for a part in a kung-fu movie.
ing times. Enjoy rock music, racing,
These are the ones who bring out the boo birds and name
If a mirror was hanging somewhere near he candlelight dinners and moonlight
LOANS
callers.Jf they show any reaction to the fans it gets only worse would stop and look as often as possible. Then he strolls. Send letter and photo if posMOST ITEMS
and then the whole crew is being harassed.
wonde~s why the boo birds are alwaysonhiscase. sible. Correspo ndent 026. Reply to the
OFVALUE
University Chronicle, Massie 411. Ad.
WATCHES
JEWELRY
PISTOLS.GUNS
Help wanted: pubUc inquiriesasRADIOS-STEREOS
sistant/PUCO Customer Service lnvesMUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TYPEWRITERS
Dunlap
is
majoring
in
computer
inshowed
signs
of
improvement.
Next
tigator,
Contact
Human
Resources
By Tom Davis
formation systems and business. When year we will have some experience and Dept., Public Utilities Commission of OPEN, DAYS A WEEf~
UC Sports Editor
asked
about Urbana she replied, "They be able to pull it together."
Ohio, E. Broad St., Columbus, Ohio
In MOC play at Ohio Dominican
STATE
beat
us
the
first
time
3
games
to
2
to_win
According
to
head
coach
Jack
Welz
43266. Ad.
PAWNBROKER
College on Sept. 15 the Bears volleyJobs - Social Worker 3, Lucasball team played hard but were on the the match. I feel this time we will come his team carries one senior, Shelly Miller
B&B
INC. 837 Gallia St.
short end ofthe stick. When they played out on top. lfwe can cut down on our and one junior, Bethany Webb. Five ville, Psychologist 1, Ohio Dept. of
~53-4250
J
Portsmouth
Urbana on Sept. 17 they played well but mistakes and work as a team we'll sophomores including Stephanie· MentalHealth, 30 E. Broad St., ColumDragan, Kristie Fenton and Angie bus, Oh 43266-0414, Contact John
went into overtime defeat losing three win."
She
said
they
played
well
against
Nowlin
who is a sophomore but a freshout of five.
FOREIGN CARS ARE NOT FOREIGN TO US
According to Karen Dunlap, a 19- M.O.C. teams. "Since we are a young man as athletic eligibility is concerned.
Bumper-to-bumper service is our speciality
Other sophomores are Jennifer
year-o Id freshman from Newark, team with ollly four returning players
BOSCH
we
lack
experience
and
team
unity,"
Henry,
a
transfer
from
Wilmington,
"O.D.C. is a pretty good team but ifwe
PARTS
Dunlap
said.
and
Jennifer
Visi,
a
transfer
from
work well together and communicate
TUNE-UPS-ELECTRICAL REPAIR SPECIALIST
> Audi
•
"As the season progressed we Warner Southern of Florida.
we are capable of beating them."
ENGINE REP AIR-SUSPENSION
> Miuubishi

Time Out

Tom Davis

Bears volleyball handles rough schedule

,---------------------------,

ack To School Specia(

15.95 oil chan es ecia

Includes oil filter and up to five quarts of
oil, complete chassis lube
available at

Knittel'• BP Service Center

II

Gallia & Waller Streets

Knittel' s Radiator & Air Conditioning Shop
2026 Robinson A venue

Knittel'• Muffler & Brake Shop
2109 II th Street

10% discowrt on labor with~ ID

. . . . . ..

r-------------- .----· -,
UCI

.r~-~11'

mtom~AN~~

I
I
I
8uY One Penoaal Pan Pm.a
.
Ill regular._.,.._.__
price. ,et one &ee. .
I
I
alid only at participating Pizza Hut•restaurants. Present when ordering. One coupon I
er erson per visit Monday-Saturda between 11 A.M. - 4 P.M. Five minute guarantee
[ pplies between l l :30 A.M. - l :00 P.~. to our two selections for orders of five or fewer I
J>Cr table, or three or fewer per carryout customer. Not valid with other discounts or I

1coupons. l/20 cent cash redemption value. •I 984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
L _ _ _ P<>r~m<>-th P:i:.Eza :El:-t

_ _ _ .J

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Volvo
Mercedes
Volkswagen
Mazda

Nissan
British Leyland
Saab

AIR CONDITIONING
BRAKE DRUMS·ROTORS TURNED
We inspect pre-owned cars, both
,1
uomestic
& fioreign

> Renault

> Toyota
>
>
>
>

BMW
Honda

T.~ A-~··t~Ab. ~'h·~~.
Jaguar
lexus

Auto Werks, I n ~ ~

606 John Street

Foreign Car Specialists
Portsmouth, Ohio

353-5328

YOUR ONE STOP CENTER FOR IMPORT ctR SERVICE, INCLUDING DIESEL
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Mar-Tunes
by .

Martin
Poston
Can't tread on those Damn Yankees

They're baaack! That's right, like them or not. Damn
Yankees, comprised of Jack Blades (fonnerly of Night
Ranger), Tommy Shaw (Styx), Ted Nugent (Ted Nugent),
and Michael Cartellone, has returned after a two year hiatus,
with a new album.

I

Manson on Music

Don 't Tread is their follow-up to their relatively successful debut album,Damn Yankees, which released four singles:
"Coming of Age," "High Enough," "Runaway" and
.
"Come Again."
The only single that was really popular with the public
was ''High Enough,'' the album's main ballad. Though the
other singles were just as good, they simply did not get very
good airplay.
Now they're back, a little bigger, -and considerably
better. Don't Tread is more powerful of course, a couple of
notches above its predecessor. The lead single "Don't Tread
on Me," was also featured as one of 15 world-premiere
videos aired during the coverage of the 1992 Barcelona
Olympic Games. It can also be found on the Barcelona Gold
soundtrack.
The second single "Where You Goin' Now," is a ballad
which soutids like a cross between "High Enough" and

"Come Again." It's getting airplay, and it is a great song,
but it is the only song that will hit with the public, simply
because radio stations rarely play good, current rock tunes.
Ballads are just about the only things people hear any
more from hard rock and metal groups on the radio.
Other standout tracks on the album include "Fifteen
Minutes of Fame," "Dirty Dog," (Probably the best song
on the tape.), "Double Coyote" and "Uprising."
Don't Tread is a little better than the Damn Yankees
debut. It's well written, it is put together well, and Nugent's
work on lead guitar is captivating. Pick up a copy and turn
it up loud! ••••

with a good future not only in alternative, but in pop music
also.

try. The change could be good

•••

by

Philip
Thieken
Music to tame you down?

Ifis said that "music tames the savage beast," butl think
that sometimes when we're in the right mood and have the
right music we become "savage" instead of tame.
Today I have a good variety of music for you and I hope
I can strike an interest in yo1.1 for somo music you may have
been missing out on, some may even turn you from tame to
savage.
First up is the Levellers, a new age pop/fold group from
England. Their album Levelling the Land is from start to
finish an anthem of freedom oflife and mind to live the way
we want without the pressures of government and media.
Levellers uses a strong folk sound in their music that
surprises you compared to the everBILL KNITTEL'S BP presentrockguitarand
rhythm section. This
· AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
is not a group of mis· EXHAUST SYSTEMS
· BRAKES
directed ex-punkers,
· BATTERIES
but strong musicians
· ACCESSORIES
· TUNE-UPS
with a message.
· UNDERCOATING
Songs such as
354-6494
"oneway," "Liberty
353-5823
353-9205
Song," "Sell Out"
Gallia & Waller Sts. Portsmouth
and "Another Man's
Cause" show a band

Complete Mechanical Work

-----------------

•••

A.L.T., Another Latin Timebomb and the Lost Civilization bring you some good party rap latino style. Starting off
with a play on names of mixed drinks with "Tequila,''
A.L.T. set the stage for music that could keep any party
moving.
The dance feel really picks up with' 'Spike the Punch''
and then gets risque with "Candy Store." Finishing up with
tracks such as "No Pollahs," "No Sense," "Between the
Sheets'' and '' Refried Beans.'' A.L.T. provides a sound that
a rap fan shouldn't miss out on.
If you like rap and you haven't heard A.L.T. go out and
check it <?l)t, you'll be surprised.

Guitar Works is a collection of classical and neoclassical music that anyone can enjoy. Ten masters of the
guitar bring you 13 marvelous songs, all composed on
acoustic guitars of various types.
Sounds from steel string guitars, to mandolins, to a
custom 10-string guitar and a harp guitar, come together to
make an album that those who like classical music or just
those who like guitar will love Guitar Works.
Even if you aren't into classical this album would be
great for quiet candlelight evenings or just something to
listen to while studying. As a lover of classical music and of
guitar I think this is a good place to start your expansion of
musical tastes.

Jazz guitarist Dwight Sills gets out to move you with his
album Second Wind. An instrumental collection of sounds
from the hip swing of "Foxy" to the seductiveness of
"Whatever It Takes." Sills takes you on a journey through
some of the best sounds jazz has to offer. Songs like
"Cathy," "Let's Fly Away," and "Whip Appeal" show a
man who knows his music and his guitar well.
Topped off with an instrumental cover of Maria Carey's
Visions of Love, Second Wind is an album of music and
musician as one. This is surely to become part of my
collection and it should be part of yours also.

What can I say about2 l Guns but bang! Bang! Look out!
A new rock band that reminds me ofa cross between RE.O.
Speedwagon and Foreigner with a sprinkle of Bon Jovi
thrown in for good measure.
Their album Salute rocks you from start to finish only
slowing down to give ballads such as' 'Marching In Time,''
"The Rain," and "Just A Wish." "Knee Deep" and
"Little Sister" rock you like any of the best metal bands
could.
If you don't already have Salute from 21 Guns go get it
today. You'll get a bang out ofit.

Dance music with feeling and emotion, that's the best
way to describe The Party and their album Free. A two
woman, three man group, The Party keeps the solllld fresh
and new by changing the lead vocal responsibilities among
the members.
This album has a list of song writers and producers that
is long by any standard, which I feel lend to the variety of
sound on Free.
If you' re getting tired of "Paula" and ·" MaDonna" for
your dance music you should give The Party a

Grade Scale: Excellent•••••• Great••••,
Good •••• Fair ••• Poor •
I would like to thank Tim Shepard
and Shepard's Soundworks, 905 Gallia,
for providing me with music for review.
All these albums and many more are
available at Shepard's.

•••

.J FM

Voice of SSU
Bears sports

Ranking System: Masterpiece • ••••,Impressive •• ••,
Not Bad • ••, Soft Around the Edges • •, Hope you saved
your receipt! •
Martin Poston is a UC Staff Writer.

••••

A capacity crowd filled
the activities center on
Oct. 2 to hear the U.S.
Air Force Band.
Tickets were free but
were gone long before
the performance date .
Performers included
the Singing Sergeants.

Photo by
Robert Gambill,
UC Business Manager

••••

••••

I want to remind you to protect your First Amendment
rights. Vote this Nov. 3. The music you get to listen to may
depend on it.
Philip 1hieken is a UC Staff Writer.
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"Red" Hot Views
by

Stephanie
Wright
Mother Nature: Free most of the time

MotherNaturehasenvelopedSciotoCountyinablanket
of tranquility. Red, gold, and russet leaves. Whistling winds
and tripping brooks. Tis the season to be outdoors! The best
part is that the outdoors is most of the time free.
Put on your hiking boots, jeans and down vest and head
for the woods. Shawnee State Forest Park on Ohio 125 is the
scene for the Fall Hike and Campout on O~t. 16 - 18. ·
There will be a five to six mile hike, nature programming
in the amphitheater, and a beans and cornbread dinner on
Oct. 17. There isn't a charge but donations will be collected
to help defray the costs.
In addition to this weekend the park offers many trails

year-round. Maps may be acquired at the park office on
Lodge Road and at the Forestry Headquarters on U.S. 52.
The trees this time of year are absolutely breathtaking.
The serenity of the forest is enough to calm even the most
frazzled student.
For those of you who enjoy frightening sights and
sounds, the Portsmouth Jaycees is once again offering their
haunted house. The doors will open Oct. 14 at 7:30 p.m.
They will stay open until the· last person is out. For $3 you
can visit the Haunted House Oct. 14-17, Oct. 21-24, and
Oct. 26-31.
The is also a haunted field at Dr. Singleton Park on Ohio
73-104 in West Portsmouth. The hours are from dusk to l 0
p.m. every day except Mondays and Fridays. At press time
details of the opening night or admission price were unavailable.
The last hot spot is Wee Bee's Miniature Golf and
Batting Cages. They are located at 2316 17th Street next to
Sunset Bowling Lanes. Hours of operation are Monday Thursday 6 p.m. - 10 p.m., Friday 6 p.m. - 11 p.m., and
weekends 4 p.m. - 11 p.m. The cost is $2 for adults and $1.50
for children for miniature golf. The batting cage is .50 cents
for 18 pitches with three speeds to choose from.
Au Revoir and Bon Voyage.
St(_!phanie Wright is UC Enterlainment Editor.

Concert I n f o r m a t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Megadeth with special guest Suicidal Tendencies

When:Sunday,Nov.22
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Cincinnati Gardens
Tickets: Reserved Seats on Sale 10 a.m. Oct. 9
Black Sabbath with Exodus

When: Tuesday, Oct. 20
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Cincinnati Gardens
Tickets: Reserved seats on sale now at the Gardens box office orby
phone: 513-749-4949
B.B. King with Steve Tracy & the Crawling Klngsnakes

When: Sat. Oct. 17
Time: 6:30 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.
Tickets: $19.75/20.75
Where: Bogart's

Beastie Boys & Rollins Band

with special guest to be announced
When;. Oct. 29
Time: 8 p.m.
Where: Dayton'sHaraArena
The Ramones & Social Distortion with Overwhelming
When:Nov.3
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Cincinnati Gardens
Tickets: Ticketmaster, 513 749-4949
Tickets: Ticketmaster, 513. 749-4949

For more ticket infonnation on events at Bogart's call their 24 hour
event/ine: 513 281-8400

Construction set

Massie renovation project is underway, said Dr. David Gleason, university facilities planner.
Contractors will be blocking the exit at the basement of Massie Hall on the east side from all traffic, except emergencies, for the nine
month period.
_
Gleason said contractors are scheduled from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. All access to the third floor ofMassie will be blocked. Gleason
said the noise level will bo high and the contractors will try to work around ofass times, but classes may need to be relocated. Bond Street
between Second Street and the rear entrance to Massie will be closed. No access through the construction site or staging area will be
permitted, he said.
Gleason said any complaints about the contractors should go through his office.

Honor your hooptie
Seepage)
Knittel's
Air Conditioning
Radiator Shop

- -

eor.mradlal:Drand llrcondltlonlnssenlcec.. 111r

$15.95 Oil Change Special

Includes oil filter and u_p to 5 9uarhl
of oil and complete cha11i1 lube

2026 Robinson Ave. 354-1230
1_00,1, _d(scoijn[ qn _lqbqr_~ith SS.UJJ)

SSU's own extraordinary mortal, Dr. Mark Mirabello,
an assistant professor ofhistory, recently had his book, The
Odin Brotherhood, published.
The novel, or mock epic, is an in-depth study of the
Odin Brotherhood, a secret society founded around the
ancient religion ofOdinsim. Odinists believe people must
strive for and obtain courage, honor and wisdom to please
the gods.
·The novel is a dialogue between the author and a
fictional Odinist. ·Mirabello compiled the information
from anonymous, Odinist sources while conducting his
doctoral research at the University of Glasgow in Scotland.
Rumors of a Pulitzer Prize are being denied by the
author.
Anyone wishing to obtain a copy may contact Mirabello at his office in Business Annex 23 l.

Peace

IJlease list~nto their cries
Each child of God
And joining together,to
, Conquer ,destructio1;1 weUl
· ·End the heartache.
.

:,

By jl-e a~her Evan,s

lJ~,; s:i ijff Wrlfer

Voice lessons available

When: Oct. 31
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Bogart's
Tickets: Ticketmaster, 513 281-8400

When: Wed. Oct. 21
Time: 7 p.m.
Tickets: $17.50/18.50
Where: Bogart's

UC Staff Writer

Colorfast

Afghan Whigs with Poster Children

Joe Walsh

Adviser's book published

By Kevin Zornes

Students wishing to study
voice during winter quarter
should see Shirley Crothers early
this quarter, since many of the
performing arts classes were
canceled before the last day of
registration this quarter.
Crother's office is in Massie
010, and hours are 10 a.m. to
noon every day except Friday.
Advertisement

The Chronicle Code of Advertising Acceptability

Big J & Pepsi $. 99 -- Footer $1.25

Jean's
Restaurant
Corner of Gallia
and Offnere Streets

Flurries and shakes, sundaes and hot fudge cake
OJjen Sun. - Thur. 8. am. - 11 p.m., Fri - Sat. 8 am. - 12 p.m.

. . I 0% off to SSU students, (acu/

and staff

I. The University Chronicle does not accept advertising which, in its judgment,
containsattacksofapersonal, sexist, racial
or religious nature, ·or which reflects unfairly on competitive organizatio_ns, institutions, or merchandise.
2. The University Chronicle does not accept advertising which, in its Judgment,
mightdestroytheconfidenceofreadersor
advertisers. This includes advertising which
is misleading, deceptive,orwhich grossly
exaggerates or makes unwarranted claims.
3. The University Chronicle does not accept advertising which evades or attempts
to encourage the evasion or violation of
any law, regulationorordinance--municipal, state or federal.
4. No advertising will be carried on the
front page or the opinion page of The
University Chronicle.
5.. Advertising resembling .a ewsmatter~!I

haveaborderplacedaroundthead,and lh
word "Advertising" will be clearly d
fined atthe top of the ad. Headlines will ~o
be standard news headline type.
6. _No advertisement will be promised
speeific page placement.
7. Opinion advertising will be allowed, rrr
matterhowdivergentitmaybefrom lh11I
the editorial stand of The TJn1v~ni1
Chronicle, as long as the advertising
not advocate the violent overthrow .-tf
mllll iapa]. staceor
tification of the sponsors of the li1J11TI1 .
advertisement is required. In general,
ormorenamesofofficersintheJp<ll)liOtm
organization must appear, as well as lb
address of the advertiser.
7. AJI opinion d r,olil11:1d vetrun,.i m
be paid for in advance.
8. The University Chronicle reseives lh
right to refuse any advertising.
A rrt&rmm

),1

''~ou Know, rt! Midiculout If I dor/t call rny
parents every Wnday at exact~ s_ o'clock,
the~ think. I was kidnapped by a/,enf. or
~omething. Ariyway, ot\e Suhday me and
Mark we decide to take-?ff at1d checkout
the Ci~. fo we're ~angiii3. out and I look_ at
at h 5 o'clocl(. Alr19ht., )0 rny call1h9
head dow" +o the local pool hall.
(Which I ~appen to know has~ payft\ohde)
A dI te II the folks the Mart,ans Ser\
n
''
-their be(t.
·

:ra"~ i

·.. o matter where you happen to be, the
•
AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
•
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct.
With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special
discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls~ And once you have your

card, you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling card now, your first call
. will be free~• And you'll become a member of
AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
and services that saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

To get an Am' Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
e ~! 4.TIT "'Pmdi,,aR:,·'RIMw.Plmtcallllbc,t,\'MOll ....... bdi.-wk ••'lirJu1I1KrM•S!AmLD ~ ~ . , ? 2 - a f c u l a t 6 a t . . . . t'Olll....a.a. . . . tnd . . . . cali. . . . . . . .
tflriniWtt/ll'U- bmiWst __..., "-" ...... drpml.m•iffl-•-- ,-.c:att. o&rll..-.. .,carmtlitarper...._

AT&T

